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Pithos Web Client

          Try to embed the file upload plugin  (...)

Feedback 0%

          Always show the container in the "shared  (...)

          New left pane layout

          Labels in permissions dialog should  (...)

          There is a system error when setting  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Selected folder 's background should  (...)

          The icon for permission removal should  (...)

          When there are no groups and the user  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Add a "create group" node as a last  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Change the look'n'feel to closely match  (...)

Feedback 0%

          In shared by me section bring the context  (...)

Resolved 0%

          In Shared by me filelist add a path  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Shared by me and Shared to me sections  (...)

          My files section should be collapse/expand

Resolved 0%

          Add validation to metadata form

          Show correct values for creator and  (...)

          Add validation to permission form

          In sharing dialog the "remove" button  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Create group should ask for users (do  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Turn + and remove buttons into "Add",  (...)

Resolved 0%

          In "Shared by me" contect menu add a  (...)

Resolved 0%

          When the last member is deleted the  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Even smaller font for the total statistics

Resolved 0%

          Check the usernames in sharing to be  (...)

Resolved 0%

          In sharing, user and group names should  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Rename "close" to "hide" in upload window  (...)

Resolved 0%
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          Drag 'n drop uploads

Resolved 0%

          Context menu is displayed incorrectly  (...)

          When removing the last user from a group,  (...)

Resolved 0%

          The regexp that validates usernames  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Uploader selects previously uploaded  (...)

Resolved 0%

          ScrollToView after upload should be  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Hide start upload button as it is not  (...)

Resolved 0%

          If I drop a file and then drop another  (...)

Resolved 0%

          After rename the file should be selected  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Selecting pithos of a user sharing with  (...)

Resolved 0%

          If the number of subfolders is too large,  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Auto-refrsh requests should use the  (...)

          Εμφάνιση των folders και δεξιά

          Use retries in case the server returns  (...)

          Avoid requesting for each subfolder  (...)

          Change empty trash command to delete  (...)

Resolved 0%

          Use the new DELETE with delimiter

Resolved 0%

          Use the new COPY with delimiter

Resolved 0%

          Use the new MOVE with delimiter

Resolved 0%

          Empty trash does not work due to 409  (...)

          Make delete operation blocking with  (...)

          When empty trash is ready add an "empty"  (...)

          Check the behaviour when non-marker  (...)

          Avoid 403 when heading foreign folders  (...)

          Don't show size for subfolders in the  (...)

          Sharing is not recursive

          Trying to remove a contact from a group  (...)

          Chrome & FF cant download PDF files

          Context-menu unusable in Chrome 24

          Multiple selection issue

          Erroneous behavior in case of objects  (...)

          Support container creation and project  (...)

          `Show more` link is almost invisible  (...)
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